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The difficulties that the eurozone has been fac-
ing since 2010 have made it quite clear that the 
eurozone suffers from a structural weakness 
caused by the interdependence of the banking 
and sovereign debt crises. There exists a vicious 
circle between these two crises, both because the 
banks hold in their portfolios a considerable share 
of bonds issued by their respective governments 
and because states shoulder sole responsibility 
for bailing out their national banks. Thus, when 
states are in difficulty their banks are too (Greece), 
and conversely, banking system problems under-
mine national public finances (Ireland, Spain).

In order to re-establish financial stability in the 
eurozone and to prevent any further crises, the 
EMU countries must find solutions to each of 
these two crises and break the link between them. 
To this end, member states must adopt a road-
map leading to the implementation of a fiscal and 
banking union within the eurozone. At the heart 
of these two steps forward we come up against 
a single question: Are member states ready to 
accept greater solidarity within the group, which 
would translate into a sharing of the risk linked to 
public indebtment – through the issuance of com-
mon bonds – and of the risk linked to the bank-
ing industry – through the creation of a European 
fund for the resolution of banking crises? While 
some countries, including France, seem to be pre-
pared to move forward down this path, others, 
such as Germany, insist on up-front offsets for 
such progress, in particular a strengthening of the 
European authorities’ powers of fiscal and bank-

ing surveillance. However, this crisis is so acute 
that it appears to cast doubt on the possibility of 
moving forward in stages in the dialectic between 
responsibility and solidarity by strengthening the 
former before agreeing to boost the latter. In order 
to emerge from the crisis, the member states need 
to move forward on both levels simultaneously.

This Policy Brief sets out to debate the terms on 
which these steps forward can be made in the 
short and medium-to-long term. Thus the first part 
deals with the issues involved in debt mutuali-
sation by presenting the proposal of the German 
Council of Economic Experts for the establishment 
of a “European Debt Redemption Fund” (ERF) as 
a compromise between the solidarity required 
to negotiate a way out of the crisis, and a com-
mitment to fiscal discipline. This initiative would 
mark the first step towards the creation of euro-
bonds designed to protect member states against 
a common risk, namely that of a self-fulfilling sol-
vency crisis.

The second part of this paper considers the 
European banking system’s weaknesses, which 
should be addressed by a banking union. While 
it is not possible to directly recapitalise national 
banks with the tools currently available, the goal 
of sharing the risks linked to the banking industry 
must become part and parcel of the roadmap lead-
ing towards a banking union in order to break the 
link between banking crisis and sovereign debt 
crisis.
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In order to overcome the current difficulties and 
to protect member states from market attacks, 
numerous voices have been raised since the start 
of the crisis in favour of a mutualisation of national 
public debts through the issuance of eurobonds 
benefitting from the joint and several guarantee of 
the eurozone member states. This mutualisation of 
the debt implies a transfer of risk between strong 
EMU countries, largely spared from the market tur-
moil, and weak EMU countries which are currently 
at the eye of the storm. However Germany does 
not plan to guarantee any other member state’s 
debt as long as each country is allowed to conduct 
its fiscal policy in a fully independent manner. In 
Germany’s view, the creation of eurobonds con-
stitutes the final stage of the establishment of a 
political and fiscal union, not its starting point.

Yet these two positions are not impossible to rec-
oncile. While it is true that issuing common bonds 
would eliminate the financial markets’ “disciplin-
ary” role – which would reduce the incentives to 
pursue fiscal discipline – the establishment of a 
form of mutualisation of the debt can be accompa-
nied by a strengthening of fiscal surveillance, and 
it may prove to be an incentive for member states 
to consolidate their public finances.

The proposal put forward by the German Council 
of Economic Experts (GCEE) for the creation of a 
“European Debt Redemption Fund” meets this 
requirement. The proposal provides for a form 

of debt mutualisation that is limited in both time 
and volume, which would make it possible to re- 
establish financial stability in the eurozone on the 
one hand, and to guarantee that member states 
commit to a process designed to redeem their 
excessive debt on the other (1.1).

The adoption of this solution, however, should not 
rule out the creation of eurobonds in the medium-
to-longer term in order to strengthen the eurozone. 
Debt mutualisation is a response to the urgency 
of the crisis today, but once the eurozone has 
regained its financial stability and implemented 
a fiscal union, euro bonds will make it possible 
to remedy the structural fragility of the eurozone 
member states – their vulnerability to self-fulfill-
ing solvency crises – and to strengthen the euro’s 
international role thanks to the creation of a vast 
European bond market (1.2).

1.1.  The European Debt Redemption Fund:  
a way out of the crisis

The GCEE submitted a proposal in late 2011 for the 
establishment of a “European Debt Redemption 
Fund”1 making it possible to reconcile joint and 
several liability in eurozone members’ funding 
with a road map for the reduction of public debt 
which exceeds the debt ratio of 60% of GDP over 
the next 25 years2.
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Graphs 1 and 2 - MaxiMuM ErF voluME on thE basis oF ExistinG dEbt ovEr 60% oF Gdp at End 2011 (2325.7 billion Euro 
without thE countriEs bEnEFitinG FroM aid proGraMMEs, and 2709.4 with thosE countriEs*)
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sourcE: Notre europe. Data: GermaN CouNCil of eCoNomiC experts, eurostat for the publiC Debt of CouNtries beNefittiNG from 
fiNaNCial assistaNCe.
* countriEs that arE currEntly runninG a structural adjustMEnt proGraMME would join thE ErF only aFtEr thE succEssFul 
conclusion oF thE rEspEctivE adjustMEnt proGraMME; countriEs whosE public dEbt is lowEr than 60% oF Gdp would not takE 
part in thE ErF, thE countriEs in quEstion bEinG Finland, luxEMbourG, slovakia, slovEnia and Estonia.

1.  German Coucil of Economic Experts, “Assume responsability for 
Europe”, Annual report 2011-2012, 9 November 2011.

2.  Setting up an ERF would require a phase involving the transfer 
of excessive national public debt to the ERF (maximum term of 5 
years, and variable according to the amount to be transferred from 

each country) during which countries’ funding needs up to a sum 
equivalent to their excessive debt would be covered by bonds 
issued by the ERF. This debt would be cancelled by member states’ 
payments into the ERF over a period of 20 to 25 years.

1.  Towards debt mutualisation:  
re-establishing financial stability and strengthening the EMU

http://www.sachverstaendigenrat-wirtschaft.de/fileadmin/dateiablage/Sonstiges/chapter_one_2011.pdf
http://www.sachverstaendigenrat-wirtschaft.de/fileadmin/dateiablage/Sonstiges/chapter_one_2011.pdf
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The adoption of the ERF would allow those member 
states currently under market pressure to borrow 
at lower interest rates, which would cut their debt-
servicing costs. Those member states currently 
under financial assistance could join the fund at 
the end of their programme, which would save 
them from having to return to the markets in the 
short term.

The GCEE expects 10-year interest rates for ERF 
bonds to hover around the 2.5 to 3% mark. It 
points out that even if current market uncertainty 
could lead to higher interest rates, these rates 
are unlikely to rise any higher than the European 
Financial Stability Facility’s borrowing rate (which 
stood at approximately 3.3% in January 2012).

Nevertheless, an interest rate at that level would 
still lead to a rise in borrowing costs for those EMU 
member states that are currently benefitting from 
exceptionally low interest rates – thanks, in part, 
to the public debt crisis – such as Germany and 
The Netherlands (among the countries taking part 
in the ERF). Yet these countries might accept the 
cost of such solidarity for two basic reasons. On the 
one hand, because they will have their partners’ 
pledge to redeem their debt, in addition to which, 
the creation of the ERF is accompanied by a strong 
conditionality designed to ensure fiscal discipline 
and the honoring of commitments entered into (Box 
1); and on the other hand, because this partial debt 
mutualisation would make it possible to reduce or 
even to eliminate the need for costly support and 
bail-out measures for member states temporarily 
debarred from borrowing on the financial markets.

The main difficulty with this proposal is that it 
requires member states to have a substantial 
primary budget surplus if they are to cancel their 
excessive debt, and this surplus depends on the 
country’s growth prospects. The GCEE reckons 
that Italy, the country which would transfer the 
most substantial debt, would need to chalk up a 
primary surplus worth 4.2% of GDP over 25 years3, 
assuming a nominal GDP growth of 3% of GDP per 
year and a 4% interest rate for the ERF debt, and a 
5% interest rate for national bonds. Weak growth 
would call the debt reduction scenario into ques-
tion. What this means is that the proposal needs 
to be accompanied by a growth strategy at the 
European level, a necessary precondition (albeit 
insufficient per se) to ensure a boost to growth in 
the eurozone.

Despite this difficulty, it is worth pointing out that, 
without the ERF and the drop in borrowing costs 
that it would occasion for the EMU’s vulnerable 

member states, the debt reduction effort would be 
even more burdensome. In addition, it needs to be 
stressed that the debt reduction path suggested 
in this proposal corresponds to the condition laid 
down in the revised Stability and Growth Pact 
(and which is also included in the Fiscal Compact), 
which stipulates that any debt over 60% of GDP 
must be reduced at an average rate of one twen-
tieth per year4.

The GCEE’s proposal has attracted the support of 
numerous national and European players, in par-
ticular that of the European Parliament (EP). The 
EP’s Economic and Monetary Affairs Committee 
has built it into its report on the proposal for a 
Regulation on common provisions for monitor-
ing and assessing draft budgetary plans and 
ensuringthe correction of excessive deficits in 
the eurozone. This regulation is part of the Two- 
Pack, a legislative package that will complete the 
reinforcement of fiscal surveillance in the euro-
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3.  In its Spring 2012 economic forecast, the European Commission 
expects Italy to show a primary budget surplus of 3.4% of GDP in 
2012 and of 4.5% of GDP in 2013.

4.  Article 4 in the Treaty on Stability, Coordination and Governance 
states that: “When the ratio of a Contracting Party’s general 
government debt to gross domestic product exceeds the 60% 
reference value… that Contracting Party shall reduce it at an average 
rate of one twentieth per year as a benchmark”.

box 1 – thE EuropEan dEbt rEdEMption pact

thE crEation oF thE ErF is accoMpaniEd by a rEdEMption pact basEd on thE FollowinG tErMs:

1.  MEMbEr statEs Must adopt a budGEt consolidation stratEGy and a structural rEForM aGEnda;

2.  dEbt up to 60% oF Gdp Must bE rEstrictEd throuGh thE adoption oF a GoldEn rulE liMitinG structural dEFicit to 0.5%  

oF Gdp (in coMpliancE with thE Fiscal coMpact rulE);

3.  thE cancEllation oF Each country’s ExcEssivE dEbt will bE EnsurEd by spEcial Fiscal MEasurEs dEsiGnEd to GEnEratE rEvEnuE 

EarMarkEd For payinG thE dEbt, such rEvEnuE bEinG dirEctly paid into thE ErF without passinG throuGh national budGEts;

4.  Each country Must GuarantEE thE dEbt that it transFErs to thE Fund throuGh a 20% dEposit in thE shapE oF intErnational 

(Gold and currEncy) rEsErvEs, For usE as collatEral in thE EvEnt oF dEFault on payMEnt. thE joint and sEvEral liability oF 

MEMbEr statEs only appliEs aFtEr thE usE oF thE collatEral.

http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/publications/european_economy/2012/pdf/ee-2012-1_en.pdf
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zone that began with the Six-Pack and the Fiscal 
Compact. It provides, in particular, for the ex ante 
supervision of national budgets by the European 
institutions. This increased supervision at the 
European level is a virtually compulsory offset if 
any progress in solidarity is to be made within the 
eurozone.

While the EP’s approach embraces the bulk of the 
measures proposed by the GCEE, there is one cru-
cial difference. While the GCEE sees the ERF as an 
alternative to the creation of eurobonds, its goal 
being a return to exclusively national responsi-
bility for debt issuance after the cancellation of 
excessive debt, the EP sees it as the first stage in a 
roadmap leading to the creation of the eurobonds.

1.2.  A roadmap towards the creation of 
eurobonds

While in the short term member states need to 
thrash out a solution to allow them to address 
the emergency, in the longer term their priority is 
to prevent the return of similar crises and to pre-
pare the EMU to face such crises should the need 
arise. To this end, member states need to remedy 
the shortcomings in the EMU that the crisis has 
revealed. One of those shortcomings is the vulner-
ability of eurozone countries to self-fulfilling sol-
vency crises.

In effect, EMU member states issue debt in a cur-
rency over which they do not have full control. This 
implies that a liquidity crisis in these countries 
– if strong enough – can force the government to 
make default. Investors know this fact and act in 
consequence: when an EMU country experiences 
budget difficulties, they over-react by raising the 
risk attached to the bonds of this country. This in 
turn increases the interest rates of the country’s 
bonds, aggravating the problems of liquidity. 
The result is a “self fulfilling solvency crisis”: the 
country becomes insolvent because investors fear 
insolvency5.

The adoption of a eurobond system would make it 
possible to address this risk, which is shared by 
all eurozone countries. In effect, in a scenario in 
which national debts are below 60 percent and 
all EMU countries conduct responsible fiscal poli-
cies, eurobonds would not work as a mechanism 
of non-reciprocal solidarity (implying a transfer of 
risk from “weak” to “strong” EMU countries), but 
rather as an insurance arrangement covering all 
EMU countries from a common risk6.

Just as debt mutualisation in the short term must 
be accompanied by strong conditionality in order 
to guarantee member states’ responsibility, so 
in the longer-term scenario eurobonds must also 
constitute an incentive to fiscal discipline. There 
exists a range of options for achieving this. One 
might imagine a system in which an EMU coun-
try infringing the fiscal rules or not following the 
Commission’s recommendations on fiscal disci-
pline would have to pay an additional “penalty” 
fee to refinance their debt through common bonds. 
A partial financing of national public debt through 
eurobonds (i.e. the famous blue bond/red bond 
proposal by Delpla and von Weizsäcker7) would be 
also a way to secure that eurobonds do not disin-
centive fiscal discipline. As member states would 
have lower interest rates for their common bonds 
and higher ones for their national bonds, they 
would be induced to limit their national issuances.

Lastly, a eurobond system within the eurozone 
would offer the possibility of a large and highly liq-
uid market, which would translate into low credit 
risk and liquidity premiums. In addition, the larger 
issuance volumes and more liquid secondary mar-
kets implied by the issuance of eurobonds would 
strengthen the position of the euro as an interna-
tional reserve currency8.
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5.  De Grauwe, Paul, “The governance of a fragile Eurozone”, 
CEPS working document, No. 346, May 2011.

6.  Fernandes, Sofia and Rubio, Eulalia, “Solidarity within the Eurozone: 
how much, what for, for how long?”, Notre Europe Policy Paper, 
No. 51, February 2012.

7.  Delpla, Jacques and von Weizsäcker, Jakob, “The Blue Bond 
Proposal”, Bruegel Policy Brief, No. 3, May 2010.

8.  European Commission, Green Paper on the Feasibility of 
the Introduction of Stability Bonds, COM (2011) 818 final, 
November 2011.

http://www.ceps.eu/book/governance-fragile-eurozone
http://www.notre-europe.eu/en/axes/competition-cooperation-solidarity/works/publication/translate-to-english-solidarite-dans-la-zone-euro-combien-pourquoi-jusqua-quandnbsp/
http://www.notre-europe.eu/en/axes/competition-cooperation-solidarity/works/publication/translate-to-english-solidarite-dans-la-zone-euro-combien-pourquoi-jusqua-quandnbsp/
http://www.bruegel.org/publications/publication-detail/publication/403-the-blue-bond-proposal/
http://www.bruegel.org/publications/publication-detail/publication/403-the-blue-bond-proposal/
http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/pdf/green_paper_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/pdf/green_paper_en.pdf
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The global financial crisis and the European pub-
lic debt crisis have highlighted two major weak-
nesses in the eurozone’s financial system.

First of all, there is the dichotomy between strong 
financial integration within the eurozone and 
a supervision system that still rests with the 
national authorities. Before the crisis, certain 
countries developed excessive private imbal-
ances which were neither detected nor corrected, 
due largely to the existence of a fragmented bank-
ing supervision system in the EMU.

In addition, the crisis has also highlighted a fea-
ture of the eurozone that makes it especially vul-

nerable, namely the close connection between 
banking and sovereign debt crises. There is a 
vicious circle between these crises because the 
banks in the eurozone hold considerable quanti-
ties of sovereign bonds issued by their respec-
tive governments and because the member states 
hold sole responsibility for bailing out the banks 
headquartered on their territory. Thus the sover-
eign debt and bank problems mutually exacerbate 
one another9.

The first of these two fragilities – the shortcom-
ings in the financial supervision system – was 
addressed in part at the EU level back in 2010 by a 
reform of banking supervision.

Yet that reform did not allow for the creation of a 
genuine European supervisor because the new 
system is based on cooperation among national 
supervision authorities. This is due first and 
foremost to the close relationship between bank 
supervision and the resolution of bank crises; as 
long as the EU is devoid of the financial tools to 
support banks in trouble and member states are 
responsible for shouldering the task, those mem-
ber states will insist on being allowed to maintain 
primary responsibility for bank supervision10.

Where the second weakness revealed by the cri-
sis – the link between bank and sovereign debt 
crises – is concerned, it quite simply has not been 
dealt with by the eurozone’s decision-makers yet. 
Two measures would be welcome at the European 
level to break this vicious circle: the joint issuance 
of public debt – which would allow the banks to 
reduce their exposure to the bonds issued by their 

respective national governments – and a sharing 
at the European level of the risks linked to the 
banking industry, which includes responsibility 
for bailing out banks of systemic importance and/
or guaranteeing bank deposits.

It is true that the eurozone heads of state or 
government agreed in July 2011 to endow the 
European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) with 
the power to provide loans designed to support 
the banking industry for countries not formally 
under a financial assistance programme. While 
that agreement is a step in the right direction, it 
does not make it possible to completely break the 
link between the bank risk and the sovereign risk 
because support for banks has to be channelled 
through member states. The EFSF’s support for 
banks can therefore be implemented only through 
a government signing an agreement including the 
terms on which the money is lent. The European 

box 2 – thE rEForM oF EuropEan bankinG supErvision

in 2011, thE Eu adoptEd a nEw bankinG supErvision architEcturE includinG a EuropEan systEMic risk board (Esrb) 

and thrEE nEw EuropEan supErvision authoritiEs in thE Financial sErvicEs industry: thE EuropEan bank authority (Eba) 

hEadquartErEd in london, thE EuropEan insurancE and occupational pEnsions authority (Eiopa) hEadquartErEd  

in FrankFurt, and thE EuropEan sEcuritiEs and MarkEts authority (EsMa) hEadquartErEd in paris.

thE Esrb, hEadquartErEd in FrankFurt and chairEd by thE prEsidEnt oF thE Ecb, is taskEd with ovErsEEinG and analysinG  

thE risks that MacroEconoMic dEvElopMEnts and EvEnts occurrinG in thE Financial systEM as a wholE Entail For Financial 

stability (“MacroprudEntial supErvision”).

thE thrEE nEw EuropEan supErvisory authoritiEs nEtwork and intEract with thE ExistinG national supErvisory authoritiEs 

to Monitor thE Financial solidity oF thE Financial businEssEs thEMsElvEs and to saFEGuard Financial sErvicEs usErs 

(“MicroprudEntial supErvision”). thE national authoritiEs arE taskEd with daily MonitorinG, whilE thE EuropEan authoritiEs 

coordinatE and, iF nEcEssary, arbitratE bEtwEEn thE national authoritiEs, and hElp to harMonisE thE tEchnical rEGulations 

GovErninG thE national authoritiEs.
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2.  A banking union to address the weaknesses  
of the eurozone’s financial system

9.  Merler, Silvia and Pisani-Ferry, Jean, “Hazardous tango: sovereign-
bank interdependence and financial stability in the euro area”, 
in Public debt, monetary policy and financial stability - Financial 
Stability Review, Banque de France, No. 16, April 2012.

10.  Marzinotto, Benedicta; Sapir, André; Wolff, Guntram, “What kind of 
fiscal union?”, Bruegel policy brief, No. 2011/06, November 2011.

http://www.bruegel.org/publications/publication-detail/publication/646-what-kind-of-fiscal-union/
http://www.bruegel.org/publications/publication-detail/publication/646-what-kind-of-fiscal-union/
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Stability Mechanism’s (ESM) direct recapitalisa-
tion of banks was the subject of a hot debate when 
the mechanism was set up in 2011, and indeed 
the proposal was rejected. Today the crisis in the 
Spanish banking system has replaced this issue at 
the heart of the European debate (2.1), along with 
the idea, on a broader level, of creating a “banking 
union” within the eurozone (2.2).

2.1.  The case of Spain:  
the difficulties involved in recapitalising 
national banks at the European level

While many voices have been raised over the past 
few months in favour of the direct recapitalisation 
of Spanish banks by the EFSF/ESM, Germany (with 
the support of other countries, including Finland 
and The Netherlands) has firmly opposed such a 
prospect. A solution of this kind would entail two 
major problems.

The first is linked to the moral hazard risk. If 
Europe were to bail out national banks, that would 
reduce the ex ante incentive for governments and 
national supervision authorities to control their 
banks properly. Just as it proved impossible with 
the 2010 reform to set up a genuine European bank 
supervisory authority because member states 
were responsible for bailing out their banks, by 
the same token, it would not be feasible today to 
ask the European authorities to shoulder the bur-
den of responsibility for bailing out banks unless 
the member states strengthen bank supervision 
powers at the European level. The resolution of 
bank crises and bank supervision are closely con-
nected, and indeed they go hand in hand.

Secondly, while the loans that the EFSF grants to 
member states are subject to strong conditionality 
and to regular follow-up to ensure that the commit-
ments entered into are honoured, in the case of 
direct aid to banks, the question of ex post super-
vision would arise. As EFSF Director Klaus Regling 
said: “If I were asked to give money directly to 
banks, I would have to manage those banks… and 
we are simply not set up for that.”11. 

So even though such a measure would be welcome 
in order to prevent an increase in the national 
public debt, it seems fairly unfeasible under cur-
rent circumstances. The solution thrashed out for 
Spain – aid granted to the government but subject 
to conditionality restricted solely to the banking 
industry – seems to be the compromise possible. 
Yet endowing the EMU in the medium to longer 
term with a fund for resolving bank crises must be 
countenanced, and this in the context of the estab-
lishment of a banking union.

2.2.  Towards a banking union built  
on three pillars

As Mario Draghi has stressed, a banking union 
must rest on three pillars: a greater centralisation 
of banking supervision, a European mechanism 
for resolving bank crises, and a common deposit 
guarantee fund.

The pillar that attracts the greatest support is the 
one that envisages a strengthening of banking 
supervision at the European level. Hardly surpris-
ingly, Angela Merkel has displayed a certain ame-
nability to moving forward in that direction, albeit 
while laying the emphasis on the supervision of 
systemic bank groups12. Her position on a banking 
union is thus consistent with her position on a fis-
cal union: in the dialectic between responsibility 
and solidarity, it is necessary to strengthen the 
former – which in this case translates into greater 
supervisory powers for the European authorities – 
before strengthening the latter.

Thus, following the strengthening of European 
banking supervision, it would be feasible to share 
the risks linked to the banking system in order to 
break this detrimental relationship between the 
sovereign debt and banking crises.

The second pillar in this banking union that seems 
to attract favourable comments is the creation of 
a European deposit guarantee fund, which would 
replace national bank deposit guarantee systems. 
The creation of this fund would be facilitated by 
the partial harmonisation of public guarantees 
through the EU (we should remember that the 
member states agreed in 2008 that bank depos-
its in the EU would be guaranteed to the tune of 
100,000 euro per customer and per bank as of 
2011). Guaranteeing bank deposits at the EMU 
level would have the benefit of preventing a bank 
run in the event of a national sovereign debt cri-
sis and it would help to break the link between the 
sovereign debt crisis and the banking crisis.

Even if several figures, including the chairman of 
the European Central Bank, have recently come 
out in favour of such a move, we should remem-
ber that the European Commission submitted a 
proposal for a directive on the recovery and reso-
lution of bank failures on 6 June (Box 3), and that 
that proposal does not provide for the creation 
of such a fund, simply providing at this stage for 
potential interaction among national banking res-
olution funds (which may include national deposit 
guarantee funds).

11.  Klaus Regling cited in Reuters, “Direct bank recapitalisation by 
eurozone funds unlikely”, 26 April 2012.

12.  In a short communiqué issued before her meeting with the president 
of the European Commission on 4 June, the chancellor said: “We (...)  
are going to be discussing how to place banks of systemic importance 
under the supervision of a specific European supervising authority”.

http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/04/26/eurozone-banks-recapitalisation-idUSL6E8FQ9CK20120426
http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/04/26/eurozone-banks-recapitalisation-idUSL6E8FQ9CK20120426
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box 3 – proposal For a dirEctivE  
“EstablishinG a FraMEwork For thE rEcovEry and rEsolution  

oF crEdit institutions and invEstMEnt FirMs”  
subMittEd by thE EuropEan coMMission on 6 junE 2012

thE aiM oF this lEGislativE initiativE FroM thE EuropEan coMMission is to oFFEr national supErvisors a “toolbox” oF 

instruMEnts For usE as Far upstrEaM as possiblE so that bank FailurEs nEEd End as inFrEquEntly as possiblE in a bail-out 

FundEd by thE taxpayEr. thE procEss is dividEd into thrEE staGEs.

in tiMEs oF norMality, banks havE to dEvElop livinG bills dEscribinG thE MEasurEs thEy would takE in thE EvEnt oF  

a dEtErioration in thEir Financial hEalth.

as soon as a bank bEcoMEs unablE to MEEt its own FundinG rEquirEMEnts, thE authoritiEs can ForcE it to iMplEMEnt its livinG 

bill with a list oF MEasurEs accoMpaniEd by a tiMEtablE. thEy May also appoint a spEcial adMinistrator.

iF thE First two staGEs Fail to rEdrEss thE situation, thE bank in quEstion will bE rEstructurEd. Four Main tools arE oFFErEd 

in thE contExt oF this rEstructurinG procEss:

-  thE disposal oF activitiEs;

-  thE crEation oF a bridGinG tool (“briDGe baNk”) GroupinG toGEthEr a bank’s hEalthy assEts and basic Functions prior 

to sEllinG thEM oFF to anothEr Financial playEr, whilE thE othEr part oF thE bank containinG its quEstionablE assEts is 

liquidatEd in thE contExt oF bankruptcy procEEdinGs;

-  thE sEparation oF assEts (“baD baNk”), which MakEs it possiblE to transFEr thE quEstionablE assEts to a ManaGEMEnt 

structurE and to clEan up thE bank’s balancE shEEts;

-  an intErnal “bail-in” which MakEs it possiblE to rEcapitalisE a bank by watErinG down its sharEs.

in addition, all MEMbEr statEs Must sEt up a national bank rEsolution Fund, which May bE coMbinEd with ExistinG dEposit 

GuarantEE Funds. banks arE GoinG to havE to FEEd thEsE rEsolution Funds ovEr thE nExt tEn yEars, so that by 2024 thEy 

should account For 1% oF all dEposits covErEd in thE Eu, in othEr words soME 100 billion Euro. national Funds can MakE 

Mutual loan aGrEEMEnts For usE in tiMEs oF crisis.

Lastly, the third pillar concerns the creation of a 
European mechanism for the resolution of banking 
crises. While the Commission’s 6 June proposal 
defends the creation of national bank resolution 
funds financed by the private sector, the most 
ambitious proposals for risk sharing linked to the 
banking industry argue that such a fund should be 
set up at the eurozone level. Despite private sec-
tor funding, this fund should benefit from public 

funds both during the phase involving the creation 
of the fund’s private capital and subsequently, in 
the event of a severe banking crisis. Such a fund 
cannot therefore be implemented from one day to 
the next. Thus it is not a response to the present 
crisis, but rather a medium-term goal aiming to 
boost the EMU’s ability to resolve bank crises and 
to help to break the vicious circle pegging bank cri-
ses to sovereign debt crises.
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Over two years have now elapsed since the start 
of the public debt crisis, yet financial stabil-
ity still has not been re-established within the 
eurozone. Its current difficulties also highlight 
the need to go further and to move towards the 
establishment of a fiscal and banking union at the 
EMU level. These steps must allow us to end up 
with common guarantees in funding for member 
states and in support for the banking industry in 
response to the two major weaknesses in the EMU 
that the crisis has revealed: member states’ vul-
nerability to self-fulfilling solvency crises, and 
strong interdependence between the banking cri-
sis and the sovereign debt crisis. Two issues need 
to be addressed in order to achieve this. On the 
one hand, this increased solidarity among mem-
ber states must be accompanied by stronger fis-
cal and banking supervision on the part of the 
European authorities. And on the other hand, it 
is necessary to distinguish the short-term issues 
from the medium-term issues because, before all 
else, member states must come up with responses 
to today’s difficulties and re-establish financial 
stability in the eurozone.

To this end, the implementation of a debt mutuali-
sation system capable of simultaneously ensuring 
stronger fiscal discipline (to complement the mea-
sures already adopted in the context of the Six-
Pack and of the Fiscal Compact) and lower public 
indebtment needs to be countenanced. The GCEE’s 
proposal to create an European Debt Redemption 
Fund meets these requirements and so it must be 

taken into consideration. However, this response 
to the emergency situation must only be seen as 
the first step in a roadmap leading to the estab-
lishment of a permanent eurobond system in the 
medium to long term. This would make it possible 
to protect all eurozone members against a shared 
risk – the one of suffering self-fulfilling solvency 
crises – while at the same time also strengthening 
the euro’s international role thanks to the creation 
of a vast European bond market.

The EMU currently responds to the banking indus-
try’s difficulties in the same way as it responds to 
member states’ liquidity issues. In other words, 
when a member state is no longer able to provide 
its banking system with the necessary support, 
it has to turn to Europe for financial aid, and that 
aid is granted in return for increased supervision 
on the part of the European authorities. While 
such a solution makes it possible to respond to 
immediate difficulties, it does not allow either a 
strengthening of the European financial system 
or, above all, a break in the vicious circle bind-
ing the banking and sovereign debt crises. Thus, 
in the medium term, member states have to con-
sider adopting tools designed to share out the risk 
linked to the banking industry; in particular, they 
should consider setting up a European deposit 
guarantee fund and a European banking crises 
resolution fund. But as an offset for these steps, 
member states are going to have to accept the 
implementation of a fully-fledged European bank-
ing supervisory system.
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